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Abstract: Objective To investigate the characteristics of resilience family cohesion, adaptability  
and learning burnout，and analyse the relationship among them. Methods: One thousand six 
hundred and twenty- five undergraduates who were collected from Seven Universities in 
Guangdong by stratified random sampling method were investigated with Learning Burnout Scale 
for Chinese Undergraduates (LBSCU), Family Adapation and Cohension Scale, Second 
Edition-Chinese Version (FACESII-CV) and Resilience Scale for Chinese Adolescent (RSCA). 
Result: (1) The total score of LBSCU was in the medium level.  (2) There was a significantly 
positive correlation to each other among the total score of LBSCU, the total score of RSCA, the 
score of family Cohension and family adapation (r=-0.179～-0.388, Ps﹤0.05). ⑵ It had a 
partially mediating effect of the total score of RSCA when the score of  family Cohension was 
taken as a predictor to the total score of LBSCU, and the ratio was 55.8%．⑶It had a partially 
mediating effect of the total score of RSCA when the score of family adaption was taken as a 
predictor to the total score of LBSCU, and the ratio was 65.3%．Conclusion: Both family Cohension 
and family adapation had a significant effect on the views on marriage and love by resilience in 
undergraduates. 

1 Introduction 
Learning burnout comes from researches about occupational burnout and till now, there is still 

not a consistent definition about it. Pines thinks that “learning burnout” is “a kind of phenomenon in 
which students suffer from energy exhaustion, passion loss toward their studying and school 
activities, and emotional indifference and alienation toward their schoolmates due to long-term 
learning load and worse-than-expected learning performance”[1]. Lian Rong[2] thinks that learning 
burnout is “the negative attitude and behavior of students’ tiredness about their studying due to 
studying pressure or lack of studying interest.” Although the descriptions are different, scholars all 
think that the core problem of learning burnout is “being inactive about learning”. 

Learning burnout is the most common problem appearing among undergraduates, which 
detection rate abroad is 9.9-40.3%[3-4], domestically being 24.8-51.3%[5-6]. It can reduce individual 
learning initiative[7], leading to physical and mental fatigue[8] and psychological syndrome[9-10], and 
hindering learning and occupational development[11-12]. 

Psychological resilience is the excellent adaptive ability(process) individuals present when 
facing adversities or tremendous pressure, it is a process through a series of dynamic interactions 
among abilities and qualities, which can make individuals rapidly restore and successfully take 
countermeasures when suffering from significant pressure and danger[13]. 

Burnout happens with the reduction of life or work satisfaction. Satisfaction reduction means 
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individuals are faced with difficulties. If they can’t handle successfully, burnout happens 
consequently[14-15]. Psychological resilience refers to the competences and psychological qualities 
individuals need to cope with difficulties and realize rapid restoration[13]. Thus, psychological 
resilience is a psychological quality to cope with learning difficulties while learning burnout is the 
outcome when individuals can’t cope with their learning difficulties[15].  

Family is the basis individuals rely on to live, which basic function is to provide necessary 
environment and conditions for the healthy development of family members in physical, mental, 
social and other aspects. Family not only directly influences various aspects of children’s 
socialization[16], but also has a paramount effect on individuals’ mental health[17-18]. As the important 
content of psychological qualities and a common psychological problem of undergraduates 
respectively, psychological resilience and learning burnout should be subject to the influence of 
family functions, which are mainly reflected in two big aspects, namely, family cohesion and 
adaptation. The former means the emotional connection among family members, while the later 
refers to the ability that family system can make corresponding changes for the problems appearing 
in its different development stages[19]. We can infer that, family cohesion and adaptation not only 
directly influence the creation of learning burnout, but also directly influence the formation of 
psychological resilience. Further, they can influence the creation of learning burnout indirectly 
through psychological resilience. 

On the other hand, from the empirical perspective, family functions, psychological resilience and 
learning burnout have close relationship. Psychological resilience has a significant negative 
correlation with learning burnout[20-21], family cohesion and adaptation both have significant 
positive correlations with psychological resilience[22], while family environment is a predictive 
variable of learning burnout[23-24]. We can hypothesize that psychological resilience creates a 
mediating effect among family cohesion, adaptation and learning burnout. The mediating effect 
models are shown in Figure 1, 2 and 3 as below. 

 
                         
 

                                                     
      
           
                         
                                                                    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Attention: 
(1)Figure 1: the predictive effect of family cohesion and adaptation on learning burnout;  
(2)Figure 2: the mediating effect of psychological resilience on family cohesion and learning 
burnout; 
(3)Figure 3: the mediating effect of psychological resilience on family adaptation and learning 
burnout. 
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2 Object and Method 

2.1 Object 
The stratified randomization is adopted to select 1750 undergraduates majoring in clinical 

medicine from 7 medical colleges of Guangdong province, in which 50 medical students are 
selected randomly from every grade of every school. 1625 valid questionnaires were reclaimed, 
resulting in an effective rate of 92.9%. Among all the respondents, the number of male students is 
687(39.8%), female ones 938(60.2%), freshmen 421(25.9%), sophomores 389(23.9%), juniors 
405(24.9%), seniors 317(19.5%), grade five students 93(5.7%). 
2.2 Research Tools 
2.2.1 Learning Burnout Scale for Chinese Undergraduates, LBSCU [2] 

This scale is formulated by Lian Rong, including 20 items and 3 factors, that is, down spirit, 
improper conduct and low sense of achievement. It adopts Likert 5-grade rating system, 1 to 5 
points corresponding to the respective degrees from “completely non-conformant” to “completely 
conformant”. The higher the point is, the higher the degree of learning burnout is. In this research, 
the reliability of this scale re-tested after one month is 0.822, the correlation coefficient among 
various factors and the full scale is 0.771-0.890(P<0.001), the Cronbachα coefficient of the full 
scale is 0.864 while that of various factors is 0.733-0.814.  
2.2.2 Family Adapation and Cohension Scale, Second Edition-Chinese Version, FACESII-CV[25] 

Formulated by Olson, translated by Shen Qijie and etc., and revised by Zhou Dinghui and etc., 
this scale is a self-evaluation one, including 30 items and 2 component scales. It is mainly used to 
evaluate family functions in the following 2 aspects: ①cohesion: refers to the intimacy degree of 
emotional connection among family members; ②adaptation: refers to the ability that the family 
system makes corresponding changes to the problems appearing in different family conditions and 
different family development stages. It adopts Likert 5-grade rating system, 1 to 5 points 
corresponding to the respective degrees from “not be” to “always be”, the answers of 
correspondents represent the degree in which the status depicted by the item occurs in the family. In 
this research, the reliability of this scale re-tested after one month is 0.848, the correlation 
coefficient among various component scales and the full scale is 0.742-0.874(P<0.001), the 
Cronbachα coefficient of the full scale is 0.895 while that of various component scales is 
0.758-0.906.  
2.2.3 Resilience Scale for Chinese Adolescent, RSCA)[26] 

This scale is formulated by Gan Yiqun and Hu Yueqin, including 27 items and 5 dimensions, that 
is, target focus, positive cognition, emotion control, interpersonal help and family support. It adopts 
Likert 5-grade rating system covering respective degrees from “completely non-conformant” to 
“completely conformant”, in which “completely non-conformance” is marked with 1 point, 
“comparably non-conformant” 2 points, “uncertain” 3 points, “comparably conformant” 4 points, 
“very conformant” 5 points. The higher the point is, the more apparent the inclination in the 
item(dimension) is(Hu Yueqin, Gan Yiqun, 2008). In this research, the reliability of this scale 
re-tested after one month is 0.841, the correlation coefficient among various dimensions and the full 
scale is 0.693-0.829(P<0.001), the Cronbachα coefficient of the full scale is 0.833 while that of 
various dimensions is 0.736-0.883.  
2.3 Statistical Analysis 

This research adopts spss.16.0 software package to process the data while utilizing descriptive 
statistics, independent sample t test, one-way variance analysis, linear regression analysis for its 
statistical analysis. 
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3 Results 

3.1 Data decentration 
In order to avoid the influence of multicollinearity among various variables, based on the 

definition of mediating variables, data with corresponding dimensions are decentralized. 
3.2 Statistic description 

Table 1 gives the mean value, standard deviation and correlation coefficient of various research 
variables. It can be inferred from this table that the total score of learning burnout scales falls in the 
medium range. Within 3 dimensions, improper conduct gets the highest mean score while low sense 
of achievement has the lowest. According to Olson[27]’s family “Circumpolar Model”(Olson and 
etc., 1983), there are 16 family types based on their different family cohesion and adaptation. 
Combined with the data in table 6, the family type of medical students mostly belongs to 
“regular-intimate(balanced type)”. 

     The results from relevant analysis indicate that the correlation between every two of 
medical students’ total score of learning burnout scales, family cohesion, family adaptation, total 
score of psychological resilience scales all reaches a remarkable level(P<0.05), it is worthy to 
further check the mediating effect of psychological resilience between family cohesion and learning 
burnout, family adaptation and learning burnout. 

Table 1   The descriptive statistics of various research variables and correlation analysis results   
(n=1625) 

 
Note：*P<0.05，**P<0.01 
3.3 Mediating Effect Verification 
3.3.1 Verification of the mediating effect of psychological resilience between family cohesion and 
learning burnout 

The stratified regression analysis method is adopted to verify the mediating effect of the total 
score of juvenile psychological resilience scales between family cohesion and the total score of 
undergraduates’ learning burnout scales. The first step is to use family cohesion as the independent 
variable and learning burnout as the dependent variable and carry out linear regression analysis. The 
results give a standardized regression coefficient of c=-0.210(P<0.001), which indicates that family 
cohesion has a remarkable predictive effect on learning burnout; the second step is to use family 
cohesion as the independent variable and psychological resilience as the dependent variable and 
carry out linear regression analysis. The results give a standardized regression coefficient of 
a=0.312(P<0.001), which indicates that family cohesion has a remarkable predictive effect on 
psychological resilience; the third step is to use family cohesion and psychological resilience as 
independent variables and learning burnout as the dependent variable and carry out linear regression 
analysis. The results indicate that the standardized regression coefficients of family cohesion and 
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psychological resilience to learning burnout are b=-0.365(P<0.01)，c’=-0.097(P<0.001) respectively. 
Please refer to table 2 for the results. 

Table 2 Verification of the mediating effect of psychological resilience between family cohesion 
and learning burnout 

Step        Formula         Result           t              P 

First       Y=cX+e         c=-0.210         -8.668           <0.001 
Second    M=aX+e          a=0.321          13.223          <0.001 
Third  Y=c’X+bM+e  b=-0.365   -15.282    <0.001             

c’=-0.097         -4.041           <0.001 
3.3.2 Verification of the mediating effect of psychological resilience between family adaptation and 
learning burnout 

This verification takes family adaptation as the independent variable and learning burnout as the 
dependent variable, then implements the same steps to verify the mediating effect of psychological 
resilience. Herein the details are omitted, please refer to table 3 for the results. 

Table 3 Verification of the mediating effect of psychological resilience between family 
adaptation and learning burnout 

  Step       Formula        Result            t            P 
First      Y=cX+e         c=-0.213         -8.799          <0.001 
Second    M=aX+e         a=0.379         16.486          <0.001 
Third      Y=c’X+bM+e    b=-0.367        -14.931          <0.001 

c’=-0.074         -3.028          <0.001 

From 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, we can infer that the mediating effect of psychological resilience is 
remarkable. In addition, in the third step verification, the standardized regression coefficients of 
family cohesion and adaptation to learning burnout are of remarkable significance(P<0.001), so it is 
a partial mediating effect. The ratio of mediating effect to the total effect is 
(-0.365)×0.321/-0.21=0.558(family cohesion as the independent variable) and 
(-0.367)×0.379/-0.213=0.653(family adaptation as the independent variable) respectively, that is to 
say, the mediating effect explains the dependent variable’s variance deviation of 55.8% and 65.3%. 

4 Discussion 
The total score of learning burnout scales falls in the medium range. Within 3 dimensions, 

improper conduct gets the highest mean score while low sense of achievement has the lowest, 
which is consistent with that of former researches[29-31]. The results indicate that medium learning 
burnout commonly exist in medical students, mainly reflected by improper learning behavior(such 
as, truancy, inattention, dilatory learning and so on). 

The results of this research also indicate that the family type of most medical students belongs to 
“regular-intimate(balanced type)”, which means the family relation of most medical students is 
harmonious and their families can make proper treatment and changes internally when facing 
problems. 

Psychological resilience exerts a partial mediating effect both in the influence of family cohesion 
on learning burnout and in the influence of family adaptation on learning burnout, which indicates 
that family cohesion and adaptation can not only directly influence learning burnout, but also 
influence it via psychological resilience. This conclusion is consistent with that of this research due 
to the following two reasons: one is the cultivation of coping ability, families with high cohesion 
and adaptation can provide learning guidance and help for their children, making them form correct 
learning outlook, find scientific learning methods, better adapt to learning environment and 
overcome learning difficulties, thereby reducing learning burnout[32]; the other is emotional support, 
families with high cohesion and adaptation can also establish excellent family atmosphere and 
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parent-child relationship, render children with care and support, encourage them to strive to find 
problem-solving methods, prompt them to form persistent individuality, improve their 
psychological resilience[33-34], make them better cope with learning difficulties and restore better 
and rapidly even facing frustration. 
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